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Some Recent Fallacies of Approximation in Bayesian Confirmation Theory

Branden Fitelson
University of California–Berkeley

• Several recent Bayesian discussions make use of “approximation”

– Earman on the Quantitative Old Evidence Problem

– Vranas on Quantitative Approaches to the Ravens Paradox

– Dorling’s Quantitative Approach to Duhem–Quine

– Strevens’s Quantitative Approach to Duhem–Quine

– rThere are also examples not involving confirmation:E.g.,
Carlstrom& Hill’s “Triviality Proof” – time permittings

• Each of these discussions is illicit [or enthymematic] in some way

• The arguments can be salvaged, but they may be less compelling

• My main purpose today is to urgecautionconcerning� and Pr

• Coda:The Very Ideaof “Quantitiative Confirmation”
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Earman on the Quantitative Old Evidence Problem I

• One possible way out of the problem of old evidence is to simply refuse
to assign probability 1 to any contingent proposition (thus, to give up on
learning by strict conditionalization – in favor, say, of the Jeffrey style).

• This avoids thequalitativeold evidence problem, as Earman explains:

The original problem of old evidence would vanish for Bayesian

personalists for whom PrpEq , 1, with Pr interpreted as personal degree

of belief. . . . However, denying that PrpEq � 1 only serves to trade one

version of the old-evidence problem for another. Perhaps it was not

certain in November 1915 that the true value of the anomalous advance

was roughly 43” of arc per century, but most members of the scientific

community were pretty darn sure, e.g.,PrpEq � .999. Assuming that

Einstein’s theory does entailE, we find that the confirmatory power

CpT,Eq of E is PrpTq � .001{.999, which is less than.001002. This is

counterintuitive, since, to repeat, we want to say that the perihelion

phenomenon did (and does) lend strong support to Einstein’s theory.
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Earman on the Quantitative Old Evidence Problem II

• Earman is using the difference measuredpH,Eq � PrpH |Eq � PrpHq to
measure the degree to whichE confirmsH, which has this property:

(1) If H ( E and PrpEq � 1, thencpH,Eq � 0.

• This “approximation argument” of Earman’s has two potential flaws.

– It is measure-sensitive. (1) holds ford and the log-ratio measure

rpH,Eq � log
�

PrpH |Eq
PrpHq

�
, but not for the log-likelihood ratio measurel

or the Joyce-Christensen measures (contrary to Earman’s claim):

lpH,Eq � log

�
PrpE |Hq

PrpE | �Hq
�
, spH,Eq � PrpH |Eq � PrpH | �Eq

– The argument presupposes thatE is deductive evidence(H ( E).

• The latter is not so bad, sinceH ( E can be relaxed for bothd andr.a

• The former is important, since the facts aboutl ands are rather different.
aMore rigor:@ ε P p0, 1

10q, if PrpEq ¥ 1� ε, thendpH,Eq ¤ ε, andrpH,Eq ¤ logp1� 2εq.
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Earman on the Quantitative Old Evidence Problem III

• For l, the salient,deductive“approximation theorem” is the following.

If H ( E, PrpEq � 1, andPrpHq is not large, thenlpH,Eq � 0.a

• So, a similar argument works forl (non-deductive case is subtle!). What
abouts? Interestingly,s avoids all “approximation theorems”so far. But,

If PrpEq � 1, andPrpHq � 0, thenlpH,Eq � 0, andspH,Eq � 0.b

• Note: the following “normalized” version ofl avoidseven thisresult:

lNpH,Eq � 1
Prp�Eq � log

�
PrpE |Hq

PrpE | �Hq
�

• But, like s, lN violates the followingdesideratum, and so is inadequate:

PrpH |E1q ¥ PrpH |E2q ñ cpH,E1q ¥ cpH,E2q.
• So, there still seems to be something right about Earman’s claim (maybe

– see my Coda!), but more care is needed to establish his conclusion.
aE.g., @ ε P p0, 1

10q, H ( E, PrpHq ¤ 1
2 � ε and PrpEq ¥ 1� εñ lpH,Eq ¤ logp1� 2εq.

bE.g., @ ε P p0, 1
10q, PrpHq ¤ ε and PrpEq ¥ 1�εñ lpH,Eq ¤ logp1�2εq andspH,Eq ¤ 2ε.
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Vranas on Quantitative Approaches to the Ravens Paradox I

• An objecta is to sampled at random from the universe. LetRabe the claim
thata is a raven,Babe the claim thata is black, andH be the hypothesis that
all ravens are black. Now, consider the following probabilistic conditions:

(i) Prp�Baq " PrpRaq � 0 [i.e., PrpRaq{Prp�Baq � 0]

(ii ) PrpRa|Hq � PrpRaq
(iii ) Prp�Ba|Hq � Prp�Baq [)( PrpBa|Hq � PrpBaq]
• It is well-known that these conditions aresufficient for the following:

(iv) PrpH |Ra& Baq " PrpH | �Ra& �Baq ¡ 0 , and

(v) PrpH | �Ra& �Baq � 0

• Vranas points out that, while (i) may seem plausible, (ii ) and (iii ) are far less
clear, and not much in the way of justification has been given for them. He
suspects some “conditional principle of indifference” (CPI) underlies them.

• Vranas argues that (iii ) is not onlysufficient [given (i) and (ii )] for (iv), but that
(iii ) is “approximately necessary” for (v), given (i). Let’s take a closer look.
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Vranas on Quantitative Approaches to the Ravens Paradox II

• There is a scope ambiguity in Vranas’ argument. He argues thatindependence

assumptions [like (iii )] are ill-motivated, since they rest on some (CPI). He

then claims to show that (iii ) is “approximately necessary” for (v), given (i).

• But, what heprovesis actually (something like) the following theorem:

Given (i), PrpH | �Ra& �Baq � 0ñ Prp�Ba|Hq � Prp�Baq.
• So, he hasnot shown that (iii ) is “approximately necessary” [given (i)] for (v).

What he has shown is that “approximately (iii )” [call this (iii )�, for short] is

necessaryfor (v), given (i). But, what, exactlyis “approximately (iii )” [( iii )�]?

• It would be a mistake to think of (iii )� as anything likeindependence. It is, in

fact, far weaker than this. Note that all of the following entailments hold:

Prp�Ba|Hq � Prp�Baq )( PrpH | �Baq � PrpHq )(
Prp�Ba|Hq � Prp�Ba| �Hq )( PrpH | �Baq � PrpH | Baq
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Vranas on Quantitative Approaches to the Ravens Paradox III

• But, on the other hand, all of the followingnon-entailments hold:

Prp�Ba|Hq � Prp�Baq + * PrpH | �Baq � PrpHq + *
Prp�Ba|Hq � Prp�Ba| �Hq + * PrpH | �Baq � PrpH | Baq

• “Approximate independence” is stronger than Prp�Ba|Hq � Prp�Baq. It
entails several other approximate equalities, which donot follow from (iii )�.

• Vranas’ main argument against assumingindependencein this sort of context
is that it rests on some (CPI), the unrestricted application of which will lead to
inconsistent sets of constraints. This is becauseindependenceassumptions are
actually quite strong, and they need to be imposed with care (and warrant).

• But, Vranas does not (and could not) show any such thing about (iii )�, since it
is a far weaker constraint than the locution “independence is approximately
necessary” would imply. There are many (weak) varieties of “approximate
independence”, but there is only one (rather strong) notion ofindependence.

• Again, the moral is that using “approximation theorems” can be misleading.
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Dorling’s Quantitative Approach to Duhem–Quine I

• Most of the details of the Duhem–Quine problem (or Dorling’s approach to it)
are unimportant for our purposes today. What’s important is that Dorling
makes use at one point of something similar to the following assumption:

(†) If one knows PrpEq and PrpE |Hq (with perfect precision), one can
approximate PrpH |Eq via a sufficiently accurate approximation of PrpHq.

• In Dorling’s case, he approximates PrpHq � 1�°
i PrpHiq, where{Hi} are the

“not-highly-implausible alternatives” toH (in some partition logical of�H).

• The confirmation-theoretic version of this sort of assumption is as follows:

(‡) If one knows PrpEq and PrpE |Hq (with perfect precision), one can
approximatecpH,Eq via a sufficiently accurate approximation of PrpHq.

• The former principle is false, and the latter is true only for inadequate
measures of confirmation. Basically, this is because highly implausible
alternatives toH can only be ignored under certain circumstances.
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Dorling’s Quantitative Approach to Duhem–Quine II

• Let Pr�pHq be an approximation of PrpHq such that|PrpHq � Pr�pHq| ¤ ε.
How would we use Pr�pHq, PrpEq, and PrpE |Hq to approximate PrpH |Eq?
• Naively, we could try something akin to Bayes’s Theorem, and approximate:

Pr�pH |Eq � PrpE |Hq � Pr�pHq
PrpEq

• Pr�pH |Eq can be quite different from PrpH |Eq. In fact, no matter how you
calculate PrpH |Eq here, it won’t always lead to a good approximation.

• More rigorously, we can have two probability distributions Pr and Pr� that
agree perfectly on PrpEq and PrpE |Hq, and “almost perfectly” on PrpHq, but
disagree wildly on PrpH |Eq. Thomason and I discuss concrete examples.

• In fact, there are algorithms for generating pairs Pr and Pr� (as functions ofε)
such that PrpEq � Pr�pEq, PrpE |Hq � Pr�pE |Hq, |PrpHq � Pr�pHq| ¤ ε,
but |PrpH |Eq � Pr�pH |Eq| ¥ 1� ε. In this sense, (†) is veryfalse.
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Dorling’s Quantitative Approach to Duhem–Quine III

• A E: while the catch-all likelihoods PrpE | �Hq and Pr�pE | �Hq
cannot differ by that much (thatis a theorem), the likelihoodratiosdefined in

terms of them PrpE |Hq
PrpE |�Hq and Pr�pE |Hq

Pr�pE |�Hq
can(anddo in the examples we give).

• Roughly, this happens when: (a)H itself has a very low likelihood, (b) there is
at least one very improbable alternativeH1 that has a very high likelihood, and
(c) H1 is so improbable that it is not included in the approximation Pr�pHq.
• This explains both why the assumption about posteriors (†) is false (since

likelihood ratios are important in determining them), and why the assumption
about degrees of confirmation (‡) is false, foradequatec-measures, likel.

• There are confirmation measures that satisfy (‡). For instance, the likelihood
difference(advocated by Nozick, and others): PrpE |Hq � PrpE | �Hq.
• But, the likelihood difference is inadequate, since it violates thedesideratum:

PrpH |E1q ¥ PrpH |E2q ñ cpH,E1q ¥ cpH,E2q.
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Strevens’s Quantitative Approach to Duhem–Quine

• Again, the details of Strevens’s approach to Duhem–Quine are not important
(see my forthcomingBJPSdiscussion with Waterman for more criticisms).

• What’s important, for our purposes, is that Strevens presupposes that the
following inferences involving various “approximations” are cogent.

① H & A( �E and PrpE |H & �Aq � PrpE | �pH & Aqqñ PrpH | �pH & Aqq � PrpH |Eq.a
② H & A( �E and PrpH | �pH & Aqq � PrpH |Eqñ cpH,�pH & Aqq � cpH,Eq.b

• But, possibly:H & A( �E and|PrpE |H & �Aq � PrpE | �pH & Aqq| ¤ ε,
while |PrpH | �pH & Aqq�PrpH |Eq| ¥ 1� ε, for anyε ¡ 0. Similarly for②.

• Strevens’s notation misleads.E.g., “PrpH |Eq � PrpH | �pH & Aqq � δ”
makes it sound as if “smallδs” can be ignored. But, nonlinearity reigns here!

aNear-①: H& A( �E and PrpE |H&�Aq � PrpE |�pH& Aqqñ PrpH |�pH& Aqq � PrpH |Eq.
bNear-②: Our desideratumPrpH |E1q ¥ PrpH |E2q ñ cpH,E1q ¥ cpH,E2q does imply that

PrpH |�pH & Aqq � PrpH |Eq ñ cpH,�pH & Aqq � cpH,Eq. So, again, there’s a theorem “nearby”.
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Another Contemporary Approximation Fallacy (first noted by Alan H ájek)

• Carlstrom and Hill’s “triviality proof” for the (CCCP) PrppÑ qq � Prpq | pq:
– Let p andq be contingent and logically independent, and assume there are

worlds at whichpÑ q, p, andq are all true. Letw1 be such a world.

– AssumeÑ is not a truth function, and letw2 andw3 be worlds that agree
on the truth values ofp andp & q, s.t.pÑ q is false atw2 but true atw3.

– Assume Pr divides almost all probability roughly equally betweenw1 and
w2, and Pr1 does the same w.r.tw1 andw3. Then, PrppÑ qq � 1

2, and
Pr1ppÑ qq � 1. Thence, PrppÑ qq 0 Pr1ppÑ qq. But, we also have:

1. Prpp & qq � Pr1pp & qq, and
2. Prppq � Pr1ppq, with both of these positive.
3. “∴” Prpq|pq � Pr1pq|pq, assuming the ratio definition of CP.

So,P andP1 cannot both be CCCP-functions forÑ, which seems absurd.

• “∴” is fallacious: (1) & (2); (3)
Prpq & qq

Prppq � Pr1pq & qq
Pr1ppq , for usual reasons.
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Another Interesting Aspect of “Approximation” in Pr-Theory

• It is well-known (Simpson’s paradox) that conditional independences can be
made to disappear on all cells of a suitable partition of the conditioning
variable.E.g., it is possible that:E y H | J, butE /y H |X, andE /y H | �X.

• It is not widely discussed that independences can be made to disappear – not
only by conditionalizing – but also byperturbinga probability function.

• In fact, given any probability modelM � xΩ,F ,Pry, there exists another
M1 � xΩ,F ,Pr1y such that Pr and Pr1 are arbitrarily close, and none of the
independence relations imposed by Pr are respected by Pr1 (modulologic).

• What do I mean by “arbitrarily close”? Interestingly, it doesn’t much matter.
Use whatever measure of divergence between probability distributions you
like, and pick anyε for your threshold of “arbitrarily close”. This won’t help.

• What grounds confidence iny judgments, when there areindistinguishable

distributions according to which all of our independence judgments are false?
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Coda: The Very Ideaof “Quantitative Confirmation” I

• We’ve seen a lot of claims of the formcpH,Eq is “small” or “large” or
“approximately the same as (some quantity)”. Are these claims even
meaningful? Is there even such a thing asquantitativeconfirmation?

• A: I might say to you that the temperature of an objecta [Tpaq] is
“small”. But, what does this mean? On one temperature scale, it might be
“small”, but on another it might be “large”. Which is right? Is there a FOTM?

• Still, we must agree on which objects are warmer than which [Tpaq ¥ Tpbq].
That is, our scales must agree onordinal comparisons(else they won’t both be
temperaturescales!). Shouldn’t we say the same about “measures”cpH,Eq?
• I think weshould: measures that are ordinally equivalent should be

considered equivalentfull stop. People seem to think that cardinal
confirmation claims make sense. But aren’t they really implicitlyordinal?

• And, do we really need “small” or “large” claims in confirmation theory
anyway? What work are they doing? Are they worth the theoretical overhead?
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Coda: The Very Ideaof “Quantitative Confirmation” II

• What do I mean by “theoretical overhead”? Recall that only certain measures
of confirmation will support certain ordinal, comparative confirmation claims.

• As a result, arguments are needed to favor some measures over others, for
variouscomparativepurposes. That’s already some “theoretical overhead”.

• If we also insist that certain “small” or “large” or “approximately the same as”
claims are correct (in certain contexts), then we needeven strongerarguments
to rule-outeven morecandidate measures. That’seven more“overhead”.

• In the case of ordinal structure, we have very simple, intuitive desiderata that
get us down to a very small number of ordinal equivalence classes of
measures. But, in the case of “cardinal structure”, this is not so (seems to me).

• In my opinion,even ifcardinal confirmation claims could be given a precise
meaning (relative tocs, somehow “finely” individuated), there just aren’t any
compelling desiderata that can adjudicate between ordinally equivalentcs.

• Absent such desiderata, I think much of this cardinalc-talk is poppycock.
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Coda: The Very Ideaof “Quantitative Confirmation” III

• Richard Royall has recently claimed that there is a universal calibration or
standard for “strong confirmation”: a likelihood-ratio of at least eight.

• This strikes me as implausible. Why think there is a single meaning of “strong
confirmation” that does not depend on any contextual or pragmatic factors?

• To be fair, I do think there aresomesuch universal truths about “strong
confirmation”, but they area priori and determined by deductive logic alone.

• E.g., if E ( H, thenE provides “strong evidence” forH (this is aninfinite

LR!). But, this is aconsequenceof the following universalordinal principle:

(**) If E ( H, thencpH,Eq ¥ cpH1,E1q.
• The log-likelihood ratio measurel (and ordinal equivalents!) is the onlyc

we’ve seen today that satisfies (**).d, r, andsviolate it. And,of all relevance

measures I have even seen, only l satisfies both (**) and our desideratum:

PrpH |E1q ¥ PrpH |E2q ñ cpH,E1q ¥ cpH,E2q.
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